
May Might

Name: Date: __/__/20__

A few hints ______________ to help the reader.1. (suffice)may suffice

___________________ a right to the service of another, without annulling
or excluding all the rights of that other?
2.

(one/not/have/?)
May not one have

But, of course, this book is not written for honour and glory, and the few
who will read it _______________ the difference.
3.

(not/know)may not know

____________ if Mr. Selwyn has gone out?4. (I/ask/?)May I ask

We ___________ to father's for a while.5. (go)might go

_________________________________________ if only the Russians
would dare to sail out from amid their stone walls and fight?
6.

(what/these fleets/not/accomplish/?)

What might not these fleets accomplish

Elizabeth _____________________ a letter to her.7. (past/write)might have written

The chances are that, by and in itself, it _________________ funny at all.8.
(not/seem)

might not seem

You promised that I _______________ in the spring.9. (enlist)might enlist

What was he doing, and __________________________________ guilty
without my judicious guidance?
10.

(of what blunder/he/not/be/?)
of what blunder might he not be

We _____________ many more names, on this same principle.11. (give)might give

Now you ____________ upon another one.12. (begin)may begin

By the way, ___________________________________ back from the
barrier?
13.

(how many paces/each of us/go/?)
how many paces may each of us go

She threw her arms round the old man's neck, and hid her eyes upon his
shoulder that she ________________ his face.
14.

(not/see)might not see

I went last night to sleep at the house, that it ___________________ to
have been entirely abandoned to the care of servants.
15.

(not/appear)
might not appear
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They _____________ exactly like those of some ministers.16. (not/be)may not be

This is for you, and such others of tender age as you ___________ it to.17.
(tell)

may tell

I __________________ the same myself.18. (past/do)might have done

It ___________ a variety to have them stop.19. (be)might be

_________________, fair sir, if you please?20. (who/you/be/?)Who may you be
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